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IMPORTANT: FAST TRACK CASH IS RUSHING TO YOU ON: 
Wednesday, April 28th 2010, 12PM EST! 

  

 
  

>> Click Here To Grab Yours! << 

 
DISCLAIMER AND LEGAL NOTICE: 
 
Please note the information contained within this document are for educational 
purposes only. Every attempt has been made to provide accurate, up to date and 
reliable complete information no warranties of any kind are expressed or implied.  
 
Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in rendering legal, financial or 
professional advice.  
 
By reading any document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances is Ewen 
Chia, FastTrackCash.com, his affiliates and resellers responsible for any losses, direct 
or indirect, that are incurred as a result of use of the information contained within this 
document, including - but not limited to errors, omissions, or inaccuracies. 
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About The Author 
 

 

Striving to earn extra income, Ewen started learning the internet 
business in 1997. For 5 full years, he worked on his internet 
business part-time, every day from 11pm - 3am while holding 
a full-time job. 

He was motivated to build a better life for his family and to clear 
credit card debts. After years of perseverance and little sleep, he 
finally cracked the internet marketing code and has never looked 
back since! 

He has created materials, online and offline, to teach Internet entrepreneurship 
around the world in order to help people. 

"World's #1 Super Affiliate" 
 

 

Since starting as an early Internet business 
pioneer in 1997, Ewen has come a long way... 
 
Today Ewen is one of the world's most famous 
and respected internet marketing "gurus".  
He is often called upon for his ingenious 
marketing advice, especially in the areas of 
business integration, list building, product 
creation and online branding. 

He is also often referredto as the “World’s #1 Super Affiliate” and his name is 
synonymous with Affiliate Marketing, although that is not all he does. 
 
Widely acknowledged as the "secret weapon" of many internet marketers, Ewen 
has the uncanny ability to trounce the competition and take on the coveted #1 
reseller spot in almost every marketing rollout. 
 
Ewen can guide and teach you how to become rich with the internet - if you 
want to. For example, a new internet business he set up generated $100,000+ 
in less than 30 days.  
 
Many students have been able to quit their day jobs and make their own 
income online! 
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#1 International Best-Selling Author, Trainer & Speaker 

Ewen is also a highly sought after INTERNATIONAL speaker. He has toured the 
world sharing his knowledge and helping people achieve financial freedom along 
the way.  

He has spoken in events with people like Robert Kiyosaki (Rich Dad, Poor Dad) 
and Anthony Robbins. 
 
In November 2006, Ewen received the first ever World Internet Summit “World 
Internet Challenge” award for starting a new Internet business and generating 
US$80,000.00 in 3 days from that very business - right in front of an amazed 
audience of 1,000+ participants! 

Best Speaker: World Internet Summit 2007 (Australia) 

In March 2007 (Australia), Ewen was unanimously voted the Best Speaker out 
of 10 other international speakers by the audience at World Internet Summit for 
his presentation and sincerity in helping people become successful with their 
own Internet business. 

Best Speaker: World Internet Mega Summit (Singapore) 

Speaking in front of 4,000 people, Ewen received a standing ovation and the 
best speaker award for his teachings and convincing demonstration that 
captured the audience. 

"How I Made My First Million On The Internet and How 
You Can Too!" 

 
Ewen launched his first print book, "How I Made My First Million 
On The Internet and How You Can Too" in February 2009.  

Within 3 hours of launch, the book made internet marketing 
history by hitting the #1 BESTSELLER LISTS on BOTH 
Amazon and Barnes & Nobles at the same time! 
 
To learn more about Ewen Chia and his businesses, visit: 
www.InternetMarketer.com 

 

 
 

JOIN EWEN CHIA’S FACEBOOK  
FAN PAGE FOR UPDATES 

 

http://www.InternetMarketer.com
http://www.InternetMarketer.com
www.internetmillionaires.com
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“Fast Cash Secrets!” 
Dear Valued Subscriber, 

 
Thank you for requesting this free special report. I 
truly believe that this information can change your 
financial life forever. 
 
Before we begin, let me ask you a question..   

 
What if there were a way to start generating MASSIVE commissions 

from simple affiliate campaigns AND you were given a step by step 
blueprint to generating more traffic than you could ever want? 

 

You've seen the countless opportunities hit your inbox every day, 

offering a guaranteed method of making a living online, right?   

 

The influx of various offers NEVER ends, and before you know it 

you’re completely overwhelmed with offers, and not quite  sure 

which ones will actually help you and which ones are a total waste 

of time.   

 

I understand your frustration, because I’ve been there myself!  

 

What these offers fail to tell you is that after you have the product 

to promote, you're left on your own with HOW, WHERE and WHEN 

to advertise so that you are able to generate the most money 

possible, in the shortest amount of time! 
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Finding a high quality product to promote as an affiliate is the 

EASY part right?  The hard part is in what to DO with it in order to 

start making money! 

  

For many, sadly enough, this is where it all falls apart. 
 

Here’s where I hope this report can help you.   

 

I’m about to reveal the critical components you need in order to 

be successful with affiliate marketing and while I’m at it, I am going 

to tell you the truth about how you can REALLY make money in 

affiliate marketing even if you are brand new to the business. 

 

As you know, in order to develop a successful affiliate campaign, 

you absolutely need a handful of key components to work together 

seamlessly so that you can see immediate results from your affiliate 

campaigns. 

 

The traditional affiliate marketing platform involves: 
 

1: A Domain Name 

2: A Landing Page or Squeeze Page 

3: Targeted Traffic 

4: A High Converting Product To Promote 

 

Now, I want to be frank with you.  In order to make money as an 

affiliate marketer, you can eliminate 2 of these 4 components 

and STILL make money promoting high quality products.   
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Can you guess which two? 

 

While a domain name and a squeeze page or landing page CAN 

help you make money, the two most important components are: 

 
a) Targeted Traffic (and plenty of it) 

b) A high converting, QUALITY product worth promoting. 
  

And even if you choose the WRONG product, if you are able to 

generate massive amounts of targeted traffic, you can STILL make 

money. 

 

(of course, a quality, high converting product is important, but 

more on that in a minute)..   

 

For now, I want to make ONE thing crystal clear: 

 

Without traffic, you have absolutely NO chance at making 

money online. 
 

Regardless of the niche market you are involved in or whether you 

only want to make money through affiliate marketing, you 

absolutely NEED to know how to generate traffic quickly, and 

easily, and whenever possible – 100% FREE!   

 

Traffic is the lifeblood of EVERY successful marketing 

campaign and without traffic - you have no way of generating sales 

or commissions. 
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Think about it.   
 

There are countless websites online offering high quality products 

yet they continue to struggle to generate sales.   

 

Why?   

 

Not because their product isn't polished and of high quality. Many 

times they are. 

 

Not because their websites aren’t professionally designed or easy to 

navigate, for the most part, I’ve seen hundreds of high quality, 

PREMIUM websites that STILL struggle to make money. 

 

So what is the missing ingredient in every single one of these 
failed projects? 

 

The merchants, affiliates and developers have absolutely no idea 

how to tap into their customer base and siphon in targeted, quality 

and ACTIVE buyers! 

 

For this ONE reason only, their product does nothing more than 

collect dust, and eventually they'll be forced to close down the site 

and abandon their projects altogether. 

 

If you ask successful affiliate marketers what the #1 most 

important element to their success is, EVERY SINGLE ONE will tell 

you:  generating traffic.  
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But the truth is, generating targeted traffic doesn’t have to be as 

complicated or time consuming as you may have been led to 

believe.    

 

In fact, there are over a dozen different FREE methods of 

generating MASS traffic in a matter of HOURS and in some 

cases, JUST MINUTES! 

 

   Did you know that article marketing should be the BASIS of 

your online traffic generation BUT should serve as only ONE 

component of the MASSIVE propeller that will DRIVE in 

unlimited TARGETED traffic?  

 

Think of article marketing as the “central point” of your marketing 

campaign, with many other traffic funnels DRIVING in traffic, 24 

hours a day.  

 

Note: If you are NOT leveraging your article content so that it’s 

generating MASSIVE amounts of traffic a dozen different ways, you 

are losing money, period. 
 

Too many marketers teach you only ONE method of driving in 

traffic..  

 

I reveal EVERY killer traffic generation strategy you'll ever 

need.  
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  Did you know that there is a way of generating thousands of 
dollars every week with a SINGLE product and only 2 hours 

of your time setting up only ONE campaign? 

 

Even if you are in a time crunch, you can instantly plug in this 

simple “traffic magnet” that will send an instant SURGE of traffic 

through your campaigns, ringing in payment notifications faster 

than the payment processor can keep up with! 

 

  Did you know that you NEVER have to spend a dime to MAKE 

money online? 

 

I know this goes against the grain but it's true.   
 

There are far too many snake-oil salesmen trying to sell you on the 

idea that you need to SPEND money to MAKE money.  

 

I'll show you how to prove them wrong with these fast action 

strategies that ANYONE can do!  
 

Forget paying a fortune just to get your foot in the door! You can 

start making money TODAY without having to pay ANYTHING in 

traffic generation campaigns! 

 

This brand new shockingly profitable system that's just been 

unleashed provides a COMPLETE blueprint to making money 

online… 
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AND it offers you a fool proof system designed to generate an 
unstoppable flood of targeted traffic so that you can make even 

more money, all on complete auto pilot! 
 

It's called Fast Track Cash and it will do just as the name 

describes. 

 

Fast Track Traffic Strategies To  

Generating Fast and STEADY Cash! 
 

I remember what it was like when I just started out online.  I felt 

like a tadpole in a giant sea of sharks.   

 

I was fortune enough to have discovered the REAL secrets to 

generating unbelievable wealth but believe me, it wasn't always 

so easy. 
 

I followed countless strategies, guides, training courses and 

programs hopeful that one of these would eventually pay off and I'd 

be well on my way towards generating a full time income online.   

 

To be honest, I invested everything I could into building my 

business because I knew that I had the determination to succeed. 

 

I bet you feel the same way, right? You KNOW you can make money 

online, but all you really need is for someone to REALLY help you 

along, every step of the way. 

http://www.InternetMarketer.com
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I completely understand! 

 

When I first started in affiliate marketing, it seemed as though 

everywhere I turned, someone had a "different" strategy to offer, 

and it became increasingly harder to separate the workable 

strategies (that would produce results) from the time wasting, 

pointless and ultimately destructive techniques that only sabotaged 

my chances of being successful. 

 

I don't want this to happen to you! 
 

There is no real reason why you have to suffer a long, drawn out 

journey or fall victim to information overload.  

 

You don't need a thousand different systems,  
You only need ONE. 

 
The “Fast Track Cash” system was designed to offer you a solid, 

comprehensive and WORKABLE action plan that will lead you 

along a very clear path to success. 

 

Fast Track System is set up so that once you've activated your 

traffic sucking campaign, it WILL NEVER STOP sending wave 
after wave of traffic even if you completely abandon it 

altogether! 
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Listen, the secret to online success is in knowing how to leverage 

your time. You can't spend every day, all day setting up traffic 

campaigns or wasting countless hours managing tedious, time 

consuming promotions.   

 

You need a system that is not only easy to set up, but will continue 

to work for you months, even years down the road! 

 

Fast Track Cash Gives YOU ALL Of This And More! 
 

  Step by step blueprint to building high profit campaigns 

instantly! 

 

  FREE traffic strategies that will BLAST commissions into your 

bank account, effortlessly. 

 

  Fast and EASY techniques to building online wealth using 

proven strategies that WILL stand the test of time. 

 

  No risk & No nonsense approach to building a successful 

online business. 

 

  Step by Step video training that will let you peek over my 

shoulder as I show you exactly how to set up your profit 

pulling system in a matter of minutes! 

 

And here's where Fast Track Cash gets even better… 
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Not only can you instantly begin using these incredible resources to 

generate fast cash through affiliate programs BUT the strategies 

revealed are UNIVERSAL, meaning that you can plug in these 

simple, fast-track traffic generation techniques into ANY and ALL of 

your websites! 

 

When you start cutting your teeth on this simple yet powerful 

blueprint to unlimited traffic, the online marketplace is yours for 

the taking.  There will be no stopping you!   

 

EVERY obstacle that has been standing in your way will instantly 

dissolve, and you will finally know everything you need to know 

about how to make money online. 

 

But Fast Track Cash comes with 

an important warning: 
 

If you have failed miserably at making money online before, this 

system WILL change the way that you do business online.    

 

While there isn't a magic bullet to online success, THIS is as 

close as it comes.   
 

All you need to do is plug in a handful of fast acting, simple 

strategies and your bank account will thank you for it when you 

begin to witness the sheer power of these secret strategies. 
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Fast Track Cash was created for YOU! 
 

If you've been struggling to make money online and are fed up with 

all of the get rich quick schemes, bogus opportunities and 

unrealistic gimmicks, you will absolutely love what this program is 

all about.    

 

It's based on proven strategies that have been thoroughly tested, 

tweaked and GUARANTEED to yield results.  

 

YOU will not be a guinea pig, forced into some "trial and error" 

program where it takes months of testing and tweaking to actually 

see results.    

 

From day one you will have everything you need to start building 

online wealth and depending on how focused you are, you could 

easily generate thousands of dollars in your first week JUST by 

implementing a few of these strategies. 

 

Imagine how much you could earn if you applied them ALL to 
your marketing campaign! 
 

And here's the real deal behind how you can earn even 

more money with Fast Track Cash.   
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Not only will I provide you with all of the tools and resources you 

need to start making money with affiliate marketing BUT you can 

instantly earn 70% commissions on every single sale you make of 

Fast Track Cash itself! 

 

Think of the profit potential in this incredible opportunity.   

 

If you generated only 10 sales on your first day, you'd earn 

hundreds of dollars in commissions and better yet, you will be 

able to see your progress in "real time" as every commission 

payment hits your account ready to be cashed out like 
clockwork. 

 

But before I give you the important information you need to know 

so that you can take action and become part of the Fast Track 

Cash program, I want to make one thing clear: 

 

This opportunity is for EVERYONE with the desire to become 

financially free.   
 

If you have the strong desire to finally rid yourself of the shackles 

that tie you to the daily grind and you are fed up with chasing 

countless opportunities that never deliver what is promised, you 

absolutely NEED this program. 

 
Here's why: 

 

Not only do I TEACH you the insider trade secrets to making 
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money online but also these are the EXACT techniques that I 

personally use to generate a 5,6 and even 7-figure income year 

after year… 

 

In other words, I don't just TEACH these 

techniques,  

I use them myself! 
 

There's no better way to learn the REAL inner workings of what it 

takes to be successful online than by following a proven strategy 

used by someone who knows what they're talking about because 

they've already accomplished the very thing you so desperately 

want (and deserve).    

 

With so many people online claiming to offer the golden ticket to 

success yet never having achieved success themselves, you have 
to be very careful whose advice you follow. 

 

If you aren’t careful, you'll end up wasting a lot of time, energy and 

money that could be spent on building your own online wealth. 

 

Are you ready to change your outlook and finally take a new, fresh 

and CLEAR direction towards the path to financial freedom? 

 

In order to begin earning money you will need to know how to 

generate quick and steady profits from day ONE…  
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IMPORTANT: FAST TRACK CASH LAUNCHES: 
 

Wednesday, April 28th 2010, 12PM EST! 
 
 

 
 
 

 Your Complete System For Fast & Easy Cash 

With Maximum Payouts! 
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